
noticers@noticers         posted on gab.com 10-30-2021

About : We 're building a website packed with immigrant crime statistics from various 

countries and other facts invasion orchestrators don't want you to know. Stay tuned!

Private Message on Telegram: https://t.me/noticers

Downloading short, high-impact videos such as this one, and putting copies on phones, 

tablet computers, big-screen TVs, etc. to show to friends, family, colleagues, etc. is a 

powerful way to bypass mass media censorship.

If you encourage others to do the same, this approach can have a viral-type wide reach 

that works well in conjunction with viral e-mails.

Showing short videos in person allows key messages to reach those who watch a lot of 

TV but seldom use social media or e-mail. Reaching TV addicts is especially important 

for this specific message. The video makes it very clear why people shouldn't believe 

what they see on TV.

The best approach to take when showing videos in person is to ask "What do you think 

of this?" A lot of people don't like it when you lecture them. They're more receptive 

when you ask their opinion.

A variant on the theme is to show videos like this on big screen TVs attached to the 

sides of vehicles parked outside main exits of school board meetings, other political 

meetings, shareholders' meetings, sports events, churches, and other venues where 

crowds are exiting. In this case, it's useful to provide a short link at the bottom-right of 

the video to a website where the video can be downloaded. This supports the viral 

aspect of effective messaging techniques.

Knocking on voters' doors and showing them videos of the appalling things going on in 

classrooms and school boards has proven to be very productive in ousting far-left 

extremist lunatics from school boards and replacing them with sane people.

Conservatives have far more children than Liberals. Liberals make up for this by 

hijacking school boards so they can groom conservative parents' kids, turning them 

against their own parents, brainwashing them into joining the ranks of far-left 

extremism.

This neo-Bolshevik tactic has political parallels with parasitic cuckoo birds' approach to 

taking over nests, as shown in this video.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SO1WccH2_YM

Instead of literally killing the host's offspring as the cuckoo bird does, far-left extremist 

school boards invade the minds of conservative parents' offspring, turning them into 

neo-Bolsheviks.

The cuckoo bird analogy also parallels conservative cucks who support replacement 

migration by violent, hostile tribes that swarm and attack the cucks' own children

School board elections are being turned into GOP proving grounds, as explained here:

https://tv.gab.com/channel/realredelephants/view/the-media-is-freaking-out-because-

616d06df015a2c30172b567e

RINO nominees at all levels of politics can be weeded out by asking them to show proof 

of what they've done during the ongoing school board wars. Proven action and results 

are more impressive than platitudes and empty promises.

Right-click on the embedded video to download and save.
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